Letʼs all toast Hyogo!

-The Center of Production of Sake and
Sake-brewing Rice-6

Essence of Tradition
Skills and Eﬀorts to Enhance the Capabilities
of Mold
Exploring the Science of an Exquisite World
In the Nada Gogo district a number of breweries
are grouped together to and brew sake using
riverbed water that ﬂows down from the Rokko
Mountains (Nada and Higashinada Wards, Kobe City;
Nishinomiya City). Here in the nationʼs largest sake
production site, where one-fourth of Japanʼs sake is
produced, large-scale automatic equipment and
air-conditioners enable mass production throughout
the year, however, with that said, traditional sake
production methods are also used. The relevant
methods, however, do require greater care and eﬀorts
than local-speciﬁc brewing processes.
“The rice provides Kenbishi with a strong taste and
clear umami. Our principal policy is to continue
providing this sake as it has found favor for a number
of years now.” Masataka Shirakashi (aged 39) the
Managing Director of Kenbishi Sake Brewing Co.,
Ltd. (Higashinada Ward, Kobe), explained the motto
underlying their company, which continues to brew
sake for about 500 years now. The company doesnʼt
have an advertising department. The money
received from customers for its products are used to
procure the necessary ingredients and in the eﬀorts
to make the sake as required. The main ingredient is
the best brand sake-brewing rice, Yamada Nishiki
produced in Hyogo. The company uses a method of
preparation referred to as “Yamahai,” which is a
traditional process in which advantage is taken of
natural microorganisms.
Kenbishi Sake Brewing does not produce sake
throughout the year but only in winter time, thereby
taking advantage of the cold temperatures. This
method is referred to as “Kanzukuri.” Eighty workers
ﬂock to the brewery from all over the country in
October and remain there for about half a year.
The workers start the day by steaming the rice at 2
a.m. They stated that the rice must be steamed at
that time because of the subsequent processes. The
steamed rice is then cooled down using the wind from
the Rokko Mountains, and which is then left for the

microorganisms to activate.
Sake brewing requires lactic acid from lactic acid
bacteria that kills various forms of bacteria, as well as
Koji mold that decomposes rice into sugar and other
compounds, and also sake yeast which produces
alcohol from the sugar above.
Sake brewers currently mainly use “Sokujo-zukuri,” a
method in which lactic acid is used directly and the
intermediate processes omitted. However, with
“Yamahai-jikomi,” Kenbishiʼs method of preparation,
they wait for natural occurring lactic acid bacteria to
develop and facilitate the fermentation process using
only the sake yeast that has been present in the
brewery for such a long time. The process takes 40 days,
which is more than twice time Sokujo-zukuri requires.
They use a variety of wooden tools in the preparation
process.
“We prefer wooden tools because they provide the
best environment for microorganisms in terms of
changes in temperature and other factors. Everything
revolves around creating robust Koji mold and sake
yeast,” emphasized Kazuhiko Takenami (aged 39), a
Quality Control Oﬃce staﬀ member.
Kiku-Masamune Sake
Brewing
Co.,
Ltd.
(Higashinada Ward, Kobe),
which was founded more
than 350 years ago,
strictly observes a sake
production method using
“Kimoto” (special sake
yeast) that was established
during the Edo era in the
Nada area.
As with the Yamahai
method, natural lactic acid
Kazuhiko Takenami checking
bacteria is used but also a
the
quality
of
freshly
process referred to as
extracted sake (Kenbishi
Sake Brewing Co., Ltd., in
“Yamaoroshi,” in which the
Higashinada Ward, Kobe).
steamed rice is carefully
ground. Workers from other breweries that produce
sake all year round together with the Kimoto producing
workers during winter time, i.e. Kanzukuri period.
“Vigorous yeast remains active until the sake
brewing process has completed. There are no dead
yeast cells, so the resulting sake contains less
unfavorable ﬂavors,” said Toshinari Takahashi (aged
47), the Manager of the Production Control Group.
With the Yamaoroshi process they use traditional
shallow wooden buckets called “Hangiri Oke.” This

T h e
Kanzukuri season has ﬁnished and Hangiri Oke or shallow wooden
buckets are being stored away after having the astringent juice of
persimmons applied to them as part of their maintenance. They
are essential in producing Kimoto
(Kiku-Masamune Sake Brewing Co., Ltd. in Higashinada Ward,
Kobe)

wooden tool serves as a habitat for natural lactic acid
bacteria that then make the environment suitable for
the growth of yeast. Kiku-Masamune also carefully
selects sake casks because they symbolize a wood
culture. In the situation nowadays where the number
of suppliers who specialize in making sake casks has
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been decreasing, the company endeavors to ensure
the succession of wood tool production techniques by
employing three craftsmen.
Their predecessors in Nada produced high-quality sake
via use of the features of wood without actually knowing
about the existence of microorganisms. Manager
Takahashi admires their wisdom. The deeper he studies
the science of their Kimoto-type sake production method,
the greater clarity he gains of the exquisiteness and
profundity of the sake production technique to extract
sake tastes from rice and the capabilities of the various
microorganisms, which also keeps him motivated to
explore the world of sake production even more.
“Sake brewing requires more complicated techniques
than wine or beer brewing, thus leaving a lot of space
to improve our techniques. The method used to
produce Japanese sake is really quite old but also in
reality quite novel.
(Kazuyoshi Tsujimoto)
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